
502    Appendix C

Title:  

Name:  Date:

3 pointS 2 pointS 1 point 0 pointS Score

Title is creative, relates to action, Title is related to action. Title does not relate to  No title was given. 
and sparks interest in readers.  action.

Evidence of prewriting with  Evidence of some pre- Little evidence of   No evidence of  
descriptive setting and  writing with names of  prewriting with only   prewriting. 
characters, with sequence  characters and some events  names of characters. 
of plot. of plot. 

Many vivid descriptive words  Some descriptive words to  Few descriptive words to  No descriptive words to  
to paint a picture of time and  explain time and place of  explain time and place of explain time and place 
place of action. action. action. of action.

Many vivid, descriptive words  Some descriptive words to  Characters are named, but  Most characters do not  
to paint a picture of characters‘ explain characters’ physical reader knows little about have names; they are 
physical appearance and  appearance and actions. their physical appearance. identified as “the boy” 
actions.   or “the girl.”

Characters come to life  There is dialogue, but  There is very little dialogue  There is no dialogue. 
through appropriate amount  characters do not come  and it is difficult to 
of dialogue. to life. distinguish who is speaking.

The story comes to life  The story has active  The story shifts from active  The story is told in 
through vivid action verbs  voice, but the verbs are  to passive voice. passive voice. 
(active voice). The story’s  not vivid. 
action creates mood.  

The main character’s problem  It is clear what the main  It is not clear what is the  There is no clear  
is revealed at the beginning of character’s problem is, but  main character’s problem,  problem because there 
the story with many roadblocks the plot lacks an appro- and there are only insigni- are no roadblocks. 
to make the plot exciting. priate number of roadblocks. ficant two roadblocks.  

The plot has a clear climax  The plot has a clear   The plot has somewhat of a  There is no climax;  
with an appropriate  climax, but the resolution   clear climax, but there is no  thus no resolution. 
resolution. is too long. resolution.

Original illustrations are  Original illustrations are  Original illustrations  Illustrations are not  
detailed, colorful, attractive,  somewhat detailed and  somewhat relate to the text.  present, or they are  
and relate to the text on  colorful, but do not  They lack color and details. merely stick figures. 
the page. always relate to the text.

All of the written require- The required font size  The required font size and  The required font size  
ments (number of pages,  and style and the number  font style are present. is present. 
font size, font style, amount  of pages are present. 
of text on pages) are present. 

Uses many transition words  Uses transition words for   Uses transition words, but Transitions are missing. 
from one event to the next. main roadblocks or setting some are inappropriate. 
 changes.

The story contains many  The story contains a few  The details and word choice  There are no creative  
creative details, figures of  creative details and vivid  distract from the story. details or vivid word  
speech, and other vivid  words that contribute    choice. The story lacks  
words that contribute to the  readers’ enjoyment. Author  imagination. 
readers’ enjoyment. Author’s  has good imagination. 
imagination is unique. 

The story contains no spelling, The story contains no   The story contains no more  The story contains four  
punctuation, capitalization,  more than two of the   than three of the following  or more of the follow  
or grammar errors. following errors: spelling,   errors: spelling, punctuation,  ing errors: spelling,  
 punctuation, capitaliza- capitalization, or grammar. punctuation, capitali- 
 tion, or grammar.  zation, or grammar.
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